Scan Tools and Diagnostic Procedures
Chapter 44

ACROSS
1. General Motors scan tool is called the _____ _____.
3. One of Ford's factory scan tools is the
   ____________________________.
5. One of Ford's factory scan tools is the
   ____________________________.
7. An example of an ___________ __________ is the Snap-On Ethos.
11. Check for corrections or repair procedures in
    ___________________________ that match the symptoms.
12. _____ is an example of a Chrysler factory scan tool.
14. __________________ are required by all dealers that sell and service a specific brand of vehicle.
15. The first step to using a scan tool is to locate the
    _____ _____ _____________.

DOWN
2. Honda uses the ___ for a factory scan tool.
4. All of the _______ _______ only display emission-related data stream information.
6. Any code that is displayed on a scan tool when the MIL is not on is called a _______ ____.
8. One of Chrysler's factory scan tools is the ___-__
9. _________ is a factory scan tool used by both Toyota and Honda.
10. _____ ______ is a factory scan tool used by Toyota.
13. _________ is another example of a Chrysler factory scan tool.